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Abstract 
 
Greenway design and planning have become a multi-functional, multi-objective 
approach to address social, cultural and ecological concerns. Traditional greenway 
design and planning have focused more on ecological, historic and recreational values. 
However, the current focus of greenway planning is also shifting to community health, 
which includes both physical health and emotional health. This thesis focuses on 
physical health. This concern arises out of observations on obesity and physical 
inactivity as two of the most serious health problems in the United States which greatly 
threaten the quality of life in the country. Greenways can help address the issues of 
obesity and poor quality of life in communities by increasing the level of physical activity, 
preventing obesity, and providing a venue for outdoor recreation and alternative 
transportation routes. 
 
Research has shown that greenway location relative to one’s home influences how a 
greenway was used, who used it, and how often it was used. Spatial proximity of 
greenways and communities will increase greenway use. Greenways have been shown 
to be a popular location of physical activity. The positive relationship between physical 
activity and health has also been verified by various studies. Based on this, this thesis 
proposes to improve the connections between greenways and communities, for the 
purpose of increasing the level of physical activity, and ultimately improving community 
health. 
 
Tennessee, as well as Knoxville, has a very high level of obesity and physical inactivity. 
The 2008 Knox County Physical Activity Survey found that walking trails are the most 
popular locations for physical activity. However, Knoxville has a deficiency in parklands 
and greenways, and many communities do not have greenways within walking distance. 
There is an urgent need to increase the number of greenways and their accessibility to 
communities. 
 
This thesis (a) reviews the history of greenway planning and various benefits associated 
with greenways; (b) studies health conditions in Knoxville city; (c) proposes connections 
between greenways and communities building on Knoxville’s greenway plan and 
making critiques and recommendations; and (d) explores design solutions for a 
greenway in a selected focus - the Lonsdale neighborhood - with an emphasis on 
community health. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Greenway Planning in America: 
 
Greenway Definitions 
A comprehensive literature review gives the following definitions for greenways. 
“A greenway is a linear open space established along either a natural corridor, such as 
a riverfront, stream valley, or ridgeline, or overland along a railroad right-of-way 
converted to recreational use, a canal, scenic road, or other route. It is any natural or 
landscaped course for pedestrian or bicycle passage. An open-space connector linking 
parks, nature reserves, cultural features, or historic sites with each other and with 
populated areas.” (Little, 1990) 
 
 “A Living Network of Greenways . . . to provide people with access to open spaces 
close to where they live, and to link together the rural and urban spaces in the American 
landscape ... threading through cities and countrysides like a great circulating system.” 
(President's Commission on Americans Outdoors, 1987) 
  
 “Greenways planning not as single purpose planning or design, but as a 
comprehensive multipurpose, multi-objective effort . . . towards nature protection, 
recreation and tourism opportunities and protection and restoration of historical, cultural 
heritage.” (Fabos, 1995) 
 
“Greenways are ecologically significant corridors, recreational greenways, and or 
greenways with historical and cultural values.” (Fábos, 2004)  
 
“Environmentally sensitive areas when interconnected could serve as greenway 
corridors consisting of networks of linked landscape elements that provide ecological, 
recreational, and cultural benefits to a community. By implication, the process of 
protecting environmentally sensitive areas could serve as a tool for locating and 
managing greenways.” (Ndubisi, 1995) 
 
“Greenways should be considered as a complement to comprehensive landscape and 
physical planning, not a replacement . . . Greenways do not attempt to transform or 
control the entire landscape – but by focusing on riparian corridors and other 
environmentally sensitive areas, greenways are more modest in their ambitions, while 
exploiting selected linear elements in a strategic and synergistic manner”. (Ahern, 1995).  
 
“Greenways should be approached as synergistic landscapes that create harmony 
amongst the urban system with broader biophysical system.” (Sharma, 2010) 
 
Other concepts that are closely related to greenways include green infrastructure and 
trails. Green infrastructure in an urban environment refers to all non-hard and non-built 
areas, including surface water areas as well as a zone of 1 – 2 km between town and 
countryside that are more or less connected to each other. It is a network of patches of 
natural character including surface water and greenways, penetrating an urban built-up 
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area (Sandström, 2002). A trail is a thoroughfare with a rough beaten or dirt/stone 
surface used for travel. Trails can be used for hiking, cycling, or skiing (Tennessee 
Greenways and Trails Plan, 2003). Green infrastructure is a broader concept, including 
greenway as well as other naturalized areas. The objective of green infrastructure is to 
protect greenspace on equal grounds with gray infrastructure (i.e., roads, utility lines, 
etc.) (Hellmund, 2006). The concept of a trail focuses more on the “trail” itself, the 
physical surface, while the concept of greenway is more comprehensive, often including 
the larger landscape, the context, such as vegetation and stream corridor. The objective 
of a trail is to provide recreation, such as the Appalachian Trail (Hellmund, 2006), while 
the objectives of a greenway can be multiple, as discussed further in the following 
chapters. 
 
Traditional Greenway Planning 
The origin of greenway planning can be traced back to the beginning of the profession 
of landscape architecture in the United States, in the second half of the nineteenth 
century (Fábos, 2004). Most of the greenway literature of the past decade named 
Frederick Law Olmsted as the father of the greenway movement in America (Little, 
1990). Since then, greenway planning has experienced a long history of evolution. 
According to Searns (1995), the greenway planning history can be divided into three 
distinct stages. 
 
1. Social-cultural/Recreational Greenways (pre-1700s-circa 1960):  
At this stage, greenways hadn’t got their name as “greenways,” but they served 
recreational and aesthetic purposes for the city. They have three functions: movement, 
use and vision-experience. Greenways act as a retreat from the congested, stressful 
urban context and provide a place for city dwellers to spend their leisure time. Examples 
of such recreational greenways are, Olmsted’s Boston Parkway system, also known as 
the “Emerald Necklace,” (Fig. 1.1), and the Blue Ridge Parkway in the Appalachian 
Mountains 
. 
 
Fig. 1.1 Olmsted’s Boston park system 
 (source: http://media-files.gather.com/ ) 
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2. Ecological Corridors (circa 1960-circa 1985) 
The period between 1960 and1970 is also known as the “environmental decade.” In this 
time period, ecological well-being became an important concern and environmental 
values attained a large influence on greenway planning (Fabos, 1995). As the process 
of urbanization took place rapidly after World War II, many cities in the country 
experienced extensive land use conversion. Many open spaces were lost and wildlife 
habitats were destroyed. Human activities resulted in the sharp decline in biodiversity 
and the health of natural environments. The goals of greenway planning include: wildlife 
protection, natural resource preservation, and protecting environmentally sensitive 
areas such as stream corridors and ridges. Greenways also provide public access to 
natural amenities so that the beauty of nature can be enjoyed by more people. In this 
way, greenways also serve recreational goals.  
 
An example is Phil Lewis’s Wisconsin Heritage Trail Proposal of 1964 (Fig. 1.2). The 
method he used in this greenway planning was that he first identified natural resources 
(such as river corridors, ridgelines, mountains, and wetlands), and cultural resources 
(such as mills and bridges), and then designed a comprehensive greenway network to 
connect all these elements. This greenway system also provides popular locations for 
recreation (Searns, 1995). 
 
Fig. 1.2 Phil Lewis’ Wisconsin Heritage Trails Proposal of 1964  
(Source: http://www.umass.edu/ ) 
 
3. Multiple-Objective Greenways 
Multi-objective greenways go beyond recreation and aesthetic purposes and begin to 
address critical concerns, many of which are accompanied by the development of 
human society, such as preserving wildlife habitats, reducing urban flood damage, 
enhancing water quality, environment education, outdoor recreation, and many other 
urban infrastructure objectives. One of the advantages of multi-objective greenways is 
that they fill in the gaps between different disciplines that were previously disconnected, 
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such as civil engineering, landscape architecture, ecology, and hydrology. But it also 
requires tremendous effort to collaborate between such different fields, thus greenways 
can address more complicated problems posed by expanding human development. The 
recreation and ecology oriented greenways also fall into this category. 
 
The City of Knoxville’s Third Creek Greenway serves as a good example of the multiple-
objective greenways (Fig. 1.3). It was first constructed around 1970; and further 
developed in 1992. This greenway carries several functions: preserving natural 
wetlands and forested areas; providing recreation opportunities, such as biking and 
walking; connecting various locations such as, UT campus, Northwest Middle school, 
residential quarter, Tyson park; environmental values: the greenway corridor is lined 
with streamside vegetation and includes flood plain (The Knoxville Greenways & 
Community Trails Commission, 1992). 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 Third Creek Greenway Plan, Knoxville 
(source: http://www.ci.knoxville.tn.us/) 
 
Contemporary Greenway Planning Motivations 
Traditional greenways focus more on ecological, cultural, and recreational concerns. As 
society developed and as the relationship between humans and nature evolved, the 
perceptions toward greenways have been greatly widened. Greenways have adopted 
new functions in urban contexts, such as preserving open spaces, adding to the 
aesthetic values of the city, and boosting the economy. 
 
Open Space Preservation 
In most urbanized areas, many open spaces are lost due to the sprawling development 
in America. Greenways preserve open spaces which been greatly diminished in urban 
sprawl and create important public places. Greenways serve as the bank that could help 
hold back the tide of urban development (Walmsley, 1995). Greenways provide people 
with opportunities to connect with nature in an urban context. 
 
City’s Amenities 
Greenways also improve a city’s image. The commercial strip development is 
aesthetically unpleasant; and the monotonous subdivisions that were drawn by civil 
engineers show a lack of creativity. Greenways, which have more naturalized forms, 
can soften the harsh feeling of city grids and bring rural scenery into the urban 
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landscape. Greenways often follow natural physiographic corridors, such as streams, 
rivers, and ridges that have historical and cultural significance. The unique character of 
these spaces offers a sense of place. Greenways provide a combination of different 
feelings such as color, sound, and smell that can greatly enrich a visitor’s experience. 
Like parks and other types of natural areas, they add to the aesthetic appeal of 
landscapes. 
 
Economic Catalyst 
Greenways can also contribute to the economic growth of the city. By improving a city’s 
built environment, it can boost property values and help to attract investment and high-
quality employees. The edges and peripheries of greenways can provide highly 
attractive and ideal residential environments. A study on greenways in Indianapolis 
showed that proximity to greenways generally has positive and significant effects on 
property values (Center for Urban Policy and the Environment, 2008). 
 
Flood Control 
Greenways become a new approach in flood control. In Tucson, Arizona, to deal with 
the flooding problem, the city decided to adopt the nonstructural (land acquisition) rather 
than structural (engineering) approach. The city spent funds on acquiring land on the 
flood plain of the west branch of the Santa Cruz and turned it into greenways. When it 
floods, the water inundates greenway lands so the city is not affected. The actual cost of 
buying the land and relocating the mobile homes turned out to be less than half a million 
dollars, while the structural flood-control facilities would cost the city $3.5 million. This 
approach became so successful that the Department of Transportation developed a 
general policy to obtain an additional fifty-foot right-of-way adjacent to all major 
watercourses (Little, 1995, p.48). 
 
Alternative Transportation 
When properly designed, greenways can act as alternative transportation routes for 
pedestrians and bicyclists. People can use greenways to go to work, do the shopping, 
and engage in other daily activities. This will reduce our dependence on automobiles 
and encourage physical activity. It will bring both environmental and health benefits to 
the community. Reduced vehicle trips will reduce the use of irreplaceable energy and 
resources, and the reduced emission of toxic gases and greenhouse gases. More 
physical activities incorporated in the daily agenda will improve the community health. 
 
Alternative transportation is a key issue in greenway planning. In Tennessee, a lot of the 
funding comes from the Tennessee Department of Transportation (Tennessee 
Greenways and Trails Plan, 2003). To be successful in obtaining enhancement grant 
funding from TDOT, the project must demonstrate an alternative transportation function. 
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1.2 Greenways and Cities: Healthy Communities 
 
New Challenges for Greenways: Creating Healthy Communities 
In today’s world, the quality of life and human health has become one of the nation’s 
biggest concerns. Greenways as an approach to improve community health have 
gained more and more attention in the academic field, the government, and the public. 
Greenways improve community health by improving the built environment, social health, 
and the quality of life. 
 
Greenways Improve Built Environment 
The built environment refers to human-modified places such as homes, schools, 
workplaces, parks, industrial areas, farms, roads and highways (Srinivasan, 2003). It 
includes the air city dwellers breathe, the water they drink, the indoor and outdoor noise 
they hear, and the park land inside and the surrounding city (Galea, 2005). The built 
environment can influence both physical and mental health. Recent work has shown 
that living in areas with walkable green spaces, as opposed to living in areas without 
walkable green spaces, was associated with a greater likelihood of physical activity, 
higher functional status, lower cardiovascular disease risk and longevity among the 
elderly (Galea, 2005). 
 
Greenways help to improve the quality of a built environment for the community 
residents. The trees can act as a filter for the pollutants in the air, absorb toxic 
substance in the soil, clean water, and sustain wildlife populations. The greenway itself 
can act as a filter to prevent the lateral diffusing of toxic substance. It can also act as a 
barrier for noise. Greenways protect the safety of water which is critical for the quality of 
life of city residents. By acting as a filter between urban areas and river corridors, they 
protect ground or surface water supplies.  
 
Greenways Improve Social Health 
Community greenways often promote social interaction. Greenways are important 
public spaces that can increase social capital by providing a meeting place where 
people can develop social ties and a setting where healthy behavior (such as physical 
activities) can take place (Bedimo-Rung, 2005). In a study of Chicago’s greenway and 
trail systems. People appreciated the greenway most for opportunities to exercise, relax 
and appreciate nature, regardless of whether it is for walking, biking, running or skating. 
 
Greenways provide a place where people can meet, communicate with each other, and 
promote socialization between community members. Greenways foster community 
involvement and provide the opportunity to interact with people of varying backgrounds 
and experiences. Parks, greenways and other green structures play roles in easing all 
of these forms of mental depression. Park and green spaces also promote interaction 
and people’s willingness to cooperate and work toward common goals (National 
Recreation and Park Association, 2005). 
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Greenways Improve Quality of Life 
Greenways can help to foster a healthier living style for city dwellers. Greenways 
provide a safe and inexpensive way for regular exercise for people living in urban areas. 
By getting people out of their cars and buildings and into the landscape, greenways 
make the places they live and work more livable and more workable.  
 
Greenways provide public access to rivers, open spaces and other natural resources, 
so the beauty of nature can be enjoyed by more people. Greenways, parks and 
recreation facilities can improve community livability. Surveys have shown that 
greenways, along with parks and playgrounds are among the top five most important 
community amenities (http://www.americantrails.org). 
 
 
1.3 Scoping “Health” 
 
1.3.1 Defining Parameters of Healthy Communities 
 
The most widely accepted definition of health is the one put forth by the World Health 
Organization (WHO). Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-
being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity 
(http://www.who.int/suggestions/faq/en/index.html). Health is considered to be a holistic 
concept that encompasses physical, mental, social, and financial balance. Healthy 
People 2020 is a 10-year target released by the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services each decade. It has set a couple of goals that aim to promote the health of the 
nation, the most important ones being (1) extending the quality and years of life and (2) 
promoting healthier behaviors. 
 
In planning a healthy community, several goals should be achieved. First it must have a 
healthy built environment. The physical environment should be clean with a minimum 
amount of air, water and soil pollutants.  A good built environment is critical in improving 
the quality of lives. Secondly, a healthy community should also provide a healthy social 
environment. Healthy communities should include various aspects such as housing, 
urban development, land-use and transportation, industry, and agriculture (Healthy 
People 2010). They should be able to create ample opportunities for their residents to 
connect with each other, and help to foster good neighborhood relations and a sense of 
community. They should display a certain level of diversity, such as having people from 
different income levels, and a mix of different ethnic and culture backgrounds. A third 
goal of a healthy community is to achieve health equity, and eliminate health disparities. 
It should provide equal opportunities for each community member to have access to 
health care and improve the health of all groups, regardless of race, gender or 
socioeconomic status. 
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1.3.2 Health Problems in America 
 
The Obesity Problem in America 
In America today, obesity has become one of the most serious problems in the country. 
Among twenty developed countries, America has the highest rate of obesity (Fig. 1.4). It 
is estimated that one in three children in American is obese or overweight, and more 
than one-third of U.S. adults are obese (United States Department of Health). Obesity 
increases the risk of asthma, diabetes, liver disease, orthopedic problems, and 
cardiovascular disease. Obesity decreases the quality of life. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Percentage of obese and overweight population in twenty developed 
countries. 
(source: Loureiro, M., 2004. Obesity : Economic Dimensions of a “Super Size” Problem, 
Choices, 3rd quarter, 2004) 
 
The causes of obesity are complex. But most studies have pointed out two main causes: 
unhealthy food and a lack of exercise. The growth of sedentary jobs and our 
dependence on automobiles for transportation have caused a serious decline in caloric 
expenditure. Driving for all errands, limited willingness to walk, and spending most of 
our time inside a building – all contribute to the high rate of obesity. In schools, the lack 
of opportunities to participate in physical activity is one of the main causes of children’s 
obesity. Today the obesity rate in the nation has reached an alarming level; and there is 
an urgent need to control obesity and to increase the level of physical activities (Trust 
for America’s Health). 
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Physical Inactivity 
Physical inactivity continues to be an important public health problem in America. 
According to Healthy People 2020, more than 80 percent of adults in America do not 
meet the guidelines for both aerobic and muscle-strengthening activities. More than 80 
percent of adolescents do not do enough aerobic physical activity to meet the guidelines 
for youth. 
 
The cause of physical inactivity has much to do with the sedentary life style in modern 
society. Television viewing, internet use and video games are possible sources of 
additional sedentary time. Not enough physical activity can bring serious health 
problems to people. There is an urgent need to promote safe walking and cycling for 
healthier cities.  
 
Reduced Pedestrian Activities in American Cities 
A century ago, American cities were compact and are highly walkable places. 
Commercial, retail and even industrial quarters existed in close proximity to housing, 
allowing people to walk in order to do shopping or go to work or school. But today most 
American cities are not friendly to pedestrians or bicyclists. Several factors account for 
the lost of the walkability of the streets in American cities. The scale, material and 
orientation of streets are built after automobiles, which discourages any pedestrian 
activity. The streets, especially the ones that have been constructed recently, are wide; 
so crossing a street will take more time, a situation especially difficult for the elderly and 
disabled. Many streets do not have sidewalks, and there is no space for pedestrians. 
The cars are moving so fast making a street an extremely dangerous place for 
pedestrians. 
 
The cause of auto-dependence is complicated; however, it has a lot to do with the urban 
planning strategy. The traditional planning approach is zoning. Each zone serves a 
single purpose, and different zones are for different functions, such as residential, 
commercial, and municipal. Each zone is distant from the other zones, so there is a 
spatial disjunction between different zones. From a resident’s view point, these zones 
mean home, work, food, education, recreation or other minor needs. In order to 
complete different daily activities, people need to go to different areas, and the 
distances between different destinations are vast, and are often beyond walking 
distance. Automobiles become the only possible way to get around. For those who 
cannot drive or cannot afford a car, the scope of activity is seriously limited. 
 
 
1.4 Mapping the Knoxville Healthscape 
 
1.4.1 Health Condition of Knoxville Citizens 
Below is a comprehensive study regarding the health conditions of the residents in the 
city of Knoxville as well as Knox County. Subjects closely related to community health 
are under investigation. These subjects include obesity rate, physical inactivity level, 
quality of the environment, quality of life, factors for a healthy community, unhealthy 
behaviors, etc.  
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This study is aimed at identifying the most important health problems in local 
communities in Knoxville and providing direction for the next step – the design phase. 
This will be the first step in greenway planning as the author identifies issues that need 
to be addressed. For each of the health issues, a solution or recommendation is 
provided and will be incorporated into the greenway design process. 
 
Obesity 
Obesity is defined as an excessively high amount of body fat or adipose tissue in 
relation to lean body mass. It may have an adverse effect on health, leading to reduced 
life expectancy and/or increased health problems. Obesity is commonly measured by 
Body Mass Index (BMI), which expresses the relationship (or ratio) of weight-to-height. 
BMI defines people as overweight (pre-obese) if their BMI is between 25 kg/m2 and 29.9 
kg/m2, and obese when it is greater than 30 kg/m2 (Trust for America’s Health). 
  
Obesity has become an important health problem in America. Compared to other states 
in America, the situation in Tennessee is especially alarming (Fig. 1.5). The obesity rate 
for Tennessee is 30.2%, which is the fourth highest in America (Table 1.1). 
 
Fig. 1.5 Obesity trends among U.S. Adults (2006 – 2008) 
(Source: F as in Fat: How obesity policies are failing in America, trust for America’s Health) 
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Table 1.1 States with the Highest Obesity Rates 
 
Rank State Percentage of Adult Obesity 
1 Mississippi 32.5% 
2 Alabama 31.2% 
3 West Virginia 31.1% 
4 Tennessee 30.2% 
5 South Carolina 29.7% 
6 Oklahoma 29.5% 
7 Kentucky 29.0% 
8 Louisiana 28.9% 
9 Michigan 28.8% 
10 Arkansas 28.6% 
10 Ohio 28.6% 
 
(Table created by author based on data from F as in Fat: How obesity policies are failing in 
America, trust for America’s Health) 
 
Knoxville’s obesity rate is high. The adult obesity rate is 27.5% (www.city-data.com). 
The overall sprawl index of Knoxville is 68, which ranks 8th in the 83 most sprawling 
metro areas (www.smartgrowthamerica.org). Knoxville is a heavily auto-dependent city 
(Fig.1.9). To improve the health conditions of Knoxville residents and contain the 
spreading of obesity, it is recommended to increase physical activities and provide 
access to healthy food (East Tennessee Two-Step Healthy Weight Report). 
 
Physical Inactivity 
Physical inactivity is a term used to identify the behavior of “people who do not engage 
in physical activity or exercise other than their regular job” (Trust for America’s Health). 
Physical inactivity has become the fourth leading risk factor for mortality (World Health 
Organization). According to the Report of the Surgeon General on Physical Activity and 
Health (1996), only 15 percent of U.S. adults engage regularly (3 times a week for at 
least 20 minutes) in vigorous physical activity during leisure time; only about one-half of 
U.S. young people (ages 12 – 21 years) regularly participate in vigorous physical 
activity; and one-fourth of U.S. young people report no vigorous physical activity at all. 
Physical inactivity, coupled with unhealthy eating habits, is a major driver of the current 
obesity epidemic (Trust for America’s Health). 
 
Tennessee has the fifth highest rate of physical inactivity in the United States (Table 
1.2). Knox County also has a high rate of physical inactivity (Fig. 1.6). Figure 1.6 shows 
clearly that a majority of Knox County adults in all age groups had a low level of overall 
physical activity (58% of both men and women). 
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Table 1.2 States with the Highest Rates of Physical Inactivity 
 
Rank State Percentage of Adult Obesity 
1 Mississippi 31.8% 
2 Kentucky 30.4% 
3 Louisiana 30.3% 
4 Oklahoma 30.3% 
5 Tennessee 29.8% 
6 Alabama 29.5% 
7 Arkansas 28.8% 
8 Texas 28.4% 
9 West Virginia 28.3% 
10 New Jersey 26.7% 
 
Note: Physical inactivity in adults reflects the number of survey respondents who 
reported not engaging in physical activity or exercise during the previous 30 days other 
than their regular jobs.  
(Table created by author based on data from 2009 F as Fat reports, trust for America’s Health) 
 
 
Fig. 1.6 Physical activity level of the residents in Knox County 
(Data from Knox County Physical Activity Report 2007, diagram drawn by author) 
 
The causes of physical inactivity are complex. It has a lot to do with our sedentary life 
style, both in work and at home. Work is less and less physically demanding, and 
watching TV and using the internet have become a large part of leisure time activity, 
with driving the major transportation model to get around. All these factors greatly 
reduce the amount of physical activities in daily life.   
 
The Knox County Physical Activity Report gives some information about people’s life 
styles regarding physical activity. Figure 1.7 shows the percentage of people who 
participated in physical activity in one week. The figure shows that a majority of people 
(roughly 60 percent of men and 70 percent of women) reported no days of either 
moderate or vigorous leisure-time physical activity in the past week.  
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Fig. 1.7 Percentage of people who perform Physical Activity 
(source: Knox County Physical Activity Report 2007) 
 
Figure 1.8 shows the percentage of vehicles used for transportation. The figure shows 
that 96 percent of both men and women reported having never used a bicycle for travel 
in the last seven days. 57 percent of men and 55 percent of women reported they have 
not walked from place to place over the previous seven days. The heavy dependence 
on automobiles and low usage of other transportation models can be further perceived 
in Fig. 1.9, which shows that 85% percent of people drive alone to work. 
 
 
Fig. 1.8 Transportation models adopted by Knox County residents 
(source: Knox County Physical Activity Report 2007) 
 
 
Fig. 1.9 Knoxville citizen’s transportation model (source: http://www.citi-data.com) 
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As suggested in the Knox County Physical Activity Report, one way to increase the 
physical activity level of the residents is to encourage the development of neighborhood 
communities where walking and/or bicycling from place to place are a common part of 
everyday life. Unfortunately, Knox County is a long way from having the infrastructure in 
place to allow this. This is a challenge that will require changes across our community 
such as workplace activity programs and redesigning the community to encourage 
walking or other exercise as part of day-to-day life (walking to shops or places of 
worship, walking to work or a bus stop, etc.). Making the connection between 
communities and greenways will provide such opportunities. 
 
1.4.2 Knoxville City and Knox County Residents’ Responses to Community Health 
The next step in this study was to get people’s responses for health problems in 
Knoxville City and Knox County. The study attempted to find out what the main health 
concerns are for local residents. For this purpose, the author contacted the Knox 
County Department of Health which was willing to share the results of a survey they 
completed in 2009. Below are some results summarized from the Knox County Health 
and Quality of Life Survey.  
 
Before getting to the results, background information regarding Knoxville’s metropolitan 
planning policy is provided (Fig. 1.10). The county is divided into six sectors plus 
Knoxville City: Northwest, Southwest, South, North, Northeast and East. The Knoxville 
City is again divided into six sectors: Northwest, North, East, Central, South and West. 
This study will focus on Knoxville City.  
 
Fig. 1.10  Metropolitan Planning Commission (MPC) Planning Sectors 
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(Information from Knoxville-Knox County MPC, diagram by author) 
County sectors are in white; City sectors are in color. 
 
Quality of Environment 
The standards for quality of environment include varied characteristics that relate to the 
natural environment as well as the built environment, such as air, water, trash, rat and 
bug control (Knox County health and quality of life survey). In each city sector, about 
half of the people think that the quality of the environment in Knox County is good (Fig. 
1.11). This shows that Knoxville is a good place to live, but there is still some room for 
improvement. People in the north, northwest, and west sectors give a higher rating for 
the environmental quality in the local city sector they live in, while people in the central 
sector are the least satisfied with the built environment they live in (Fig. 1.12). 
 
Fig. 1.11 People’s response to the quality of environment in Knox County 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
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Fig. 1.12 People’s response to the quality of Environment in the Local Community 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
 
Health Care Resources 
Health care resources refer to access, cost, availability, quality and options in health 
care, etc (Knox County health and quality of life survey). In the east, south, north and 
west sectors, about half of the people are satisfied with the quality of health care in 
Knox County; while in the northwest and center sectors, the ratio is higher, being about 
60% (Fig. 1.13). For the quality of health care resources in the local sector they live in, 
people in the central sector have a higher degree of satisfaction, while people in the 
south sector are least satisfied (Fig. 1.14). 
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Fig. 1.13 People’s response to the accessibility to health care resources in Knox County 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
 
 
Fig. 1.14 People’s response to the accessibility to health care resources in thier local 
Community. 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
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Quality of Life 
According to WHO (World Health Organization), quality of Life is defined as an 
individuals’ perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value 
systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and 
concerns. It is a broad-ranging concept affected in a complex way by the person's 
physical health, psychological state, level of independence, social relationships, 
personal beliefs and their relationship to salient features of their environment. This is 
what the Knox Health Department tried to capture in the survey with their different 
questions. In each city sector, about 80% people are satisfied with the quality of life in 
Knox County (Fig. 1.15). In each city sector, about 70 – 80% of people are satisfied with 
the quality of life in the local sector they are living (Fig. 1.16). 
 
Fig. 1.15 People’s response to the quality of life in Knox County. 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
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Fig. 1.16 People’s response to the quality of life in the local community 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
 
Most Important Health Problems in Knox County 
Important health problems identified by Knoxville citizens include cancer, diabetes, 
heart disease, mental health, and obesity. In each city sector, the majority of the 
residents think obesity is the most important health problems in Knox County (Fig. 1.17). 
Obesity has become the biggest challenge for public health. 
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Fig. 1.17 People’s response to the most important health problem in Knox County 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
 
Important Factors for a “Healthy Community” 
This survey also investigated how Knoxville citizens define “healthy community.” In each 
city sector, low crime is the most important concern. Other important factors are a 
“clean environment” and “healthy life styles.” (Fig. 1.18) Greenway planning should 
become an approach to improving the built environment and shaping healthy life styles 
for the citizens. 
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Fig. 1.18 People’s response to the most important factors for a “healthy community” 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
 
Most Unhealthy Behaviors in Knox County 
Unhealthy behaviors refer to those behaviors that have the greatest impact on the 
overall health of the community. This survey aimed to find out what kind of behaviors  
Knoxville residents identify as unhealthy. The survey found that drug abuse is the most 
unhealthy behavior that threatens the community. Accompanying that, lack of exercise 
and poor eating habits were the second and third most serious problems (Fig, 1.19). 
Greenways will provide venues for encouraging more exercise. 
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Fig. 1.19 People’s response to most unhealthy behaviors in Knox County 
(Data provided by Knox County Department of Health, analysis and diagram by author) 
 
In summary, obesity and physical inactivity have become one of the most serious 
problems in Knoxville as well as in the United States. Also, Knoxville citizens are very 
concerned about preventing obesity and increasing physical activity. The greenway 
planning approach proposed in this thesis will explore design solutions to address the 
above health issues. The greenways designed for healthy communities will encourage 
people to participating more in physical activities. 
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Chapter 2 Critique of Greenway Design and Planning for 
Healthy Communities 
 
2.1 Greenway-to-Greenway Disconnect 
There is a certain degree of disconnection between different greenways in the 
traditional greenway planning. This disconnection can be perceived in many cities, as 
greenways exist in the form of various segments, scattered in the urban context. A 
walker or bicyclist often has to stop at the abrupt end of a greenway and a vehicle is 
required to get to the nearest segment of a greenway. 
 
The causes of this disconnection are multiple. Traditional planning approaches are 
based on ecological, cultural, recreational and historical values. In order for a greenway 
to carry its function, the first step is to identify entities that need protection or 
preservation. This approach will sometimes result in a focus on individual subjects, such 
as a stream, a ridge, a historical structure, and overlook the relationship between these 
entities and their general context. 
 
This disconnection also has to do with the way it is developed. The development of a 
greenway depends on available funding, which is often funded segment by segment. 
Many cities do have a comprehensive greenway plan for their city, but they often fail to 
implement it fully due to financial restrictions. A more practical approach is to build it 
segment by segment, which will also contribute to the disconnection. 
 
Improving Greenway-to-Greenway Connection 
A key characteristic of a good greenways is connectivity, which not only defines itself, 
but also relates it to the broader landscape context, often at multiple scale levels. As 
early as the 1870s, when Olmsted planned his Boston Park System, the main strategy 
he employed was to connect all existing parks and make them a comprehensive 
network. The power of the system is immense, and this will amplify the efficiency and 
function of each of its components, a phenomenon known as “landscape synergy.” 
There are various ways that greenways can be approached as landscape systems. 
 
Synergy in Landscape Ecology 
The rapid process of urbanization often leaves behind a fragile ecosystem. Previous 
large, intact habitats disappeared, and replacing them were smaller, poorly connected 
habitats. In order for these small habitats to act as a functional ecosystem, or at least 
part of a healthy ecosystem, a well-established link is critical, both to other natural areas 
and to the adjacent land use is critical. Greenways, due to their morphological character 
– linearity – serve this goal particularly well. On one side, linearity endows greenways 
with a unique and useful character: more edges – a traditional area of species diversity; 
on the other hand, linearity is a valuable character that can provide physical and 
functional connectivity. By providing higher levels of connectivity, greenways could 
enhance survival prospects for species (Linehan et al., 1995). The strategy of linking 
small patches of habitat into a network has great importance in greenway planning, 
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which can preserve biodiversity and meanwhile work with the existing, already 
developed urban situation. 
 
Greenways as a Hydrology System 
River valleys and shorelines are nature’s infrastructure and can act naturally as the 
backbone of a greenway net work. Many greenways are constructed in the riparian 
situation, such as Chattanooga’s ten-mile Riverwalk and tributary greenways along 
North and South Chickamauga Creeks. Olmsted’s plan for Riverside used the river as 
the infrastructure for the park system. 
 
By forming a hydrological system, greenways can control erosion, protect stream 
corridor habitats and improve water quality. Greenways can be designed as a natural 
water treatment system; they can act as a system to recycle stormwater, filter ground-
contaminated runoff and buffer stream corridors. Greenways can be part of flood control 
facilities. The rivers, wetlands, streams, ponds, and lakes, when connected together, 
can act as a natural sponge for flooded rivers.  
 
Greenway as a Link in a Social and Culture Networks 
Greenways can connect social and cultural resources, such as recreational resources 
and historical heritages, into a type of network or system that will have greater value 
and higher use than the sum of the constituent part – as landscape synergy. As culture 
landscape resources are increasingly recognized for their interpretive and recreational 
values, linking these resources, and connecting them as a system make them 
accessible to a larger group of users. Through incorporating more functions into the 
design goals, a single greenway may be able to realize compatible uses and 
accommodate different user groups (Ahern, 1995). 
 
Greenways provide urban recreational opportunities. Two attributes that guarantee a 
greenway’s important role as social and cultural networks are edge and linkage. The 
edge effect is magical. Edge brings diversity and the richness in experience. Walking by 
a wooded park which is fifty feet or two hundred feet in depth will give almost the same 
scenery. The edges and peripheries of greenways can provide the most variable and 
pleasant experience because they bring diversity. 
 
Moreover, the linking of parks along natural or even man-made corridors produces a 
recreational advantage. Parks and open spaces become part of a network system so as 
to optimize the use of limited land resources. Greenways serve as the fabric weaving all 
these landscape projects together. Users can get access to different parks through this 
network instead of driving to separate parks, and this reduces the need for parking (Tan, 
2006). By connecting existing parks and other recreational lands, greenways can 
increase their utilities – ecologically, recreationally, and aesthetically – by linking them 
together like beads on a string. 
 
In summary, the essence of greenways is connections – not simply connecting different 
greenway segments, greenways and parks, but connecting habitats to each other, 
connecting open spaces to each other, connecting human communities to other human 
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communities, connecting city to country, and connecting people to nature (Royal 
Commission on the Future of the Toronto Waterfront, 1992). 
 
2.2 Greenway-to-Community Disconnect 
The traditional greenway planning approach also disconnects greenways and 
communities. The users of greenways are often separated from the greenways 
geographically. Greenways are often put in an isolated context. In order for the 
community members to use the greenway, driving is necessary. This disconnection also 
prevents a greenway from acting as a physical activity venue on a daily basis, which 
would become a functional means of preventing obesity. In Knoxville, many greenways 
are can be reached only by car. Many communities do not have access to greenways 
within walking distance. A detailed discussion can be seen in the next chapter. The 
disconnection between greenway and community may reduce a greenway’s value as a 
potential means of improving community health. 
 
Improving the Greenway-to-Community Connection 
The spatial proximity of greenways and communities would increase greenway use. 
Greenways have been shown to be a popular location for physical activity. An increased 
level of physical activity will promote community health. Contemporary greenway 
planning should seek the opportunity of improving connections between greenways and 
communities. 
 
Greenway Locations and Users 
Research shows that proximity is the most important element of making parks 
accessible to the public. Gobster’s research (1995) has shown that a greenways 
location relative to the home strongly influences how a greenway is used, who uses it, 
and how often it gets used. 
 
Gobster analyzed the data regarding greenway location and use levels. The data was 
provided by Illinois Department of Conservation, Northeastern Illinois Planning 
Commission. He examined thirteen greenways in the Chicago area. The parameters he 
examined included the location of these greenways, the residential density in the 
greenway area, the length and surface, and finally the use level. The results are 
summarized in Fig. 2.1. 
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Fig. 2.1 Greenway use level and residential density (data from Gobster, 1995, analysis 
and diagram by author) 
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The background image is the landcover map of Chicago, which was generated by 
remote sensing technology based on different characteristics of land surface. Pink 
denotes high density areas in the urban regime, red denotes low or medium density 
areas in the urban regime. The location of each greenway is marked in the above image 
and a color is assigned according to the use level, with darker colors corresponding to 
higher density and lighter colors corresponding to lower user level. As showed in the 
above image, greenways in high density areas tend to be used more intensively and 
greenways in the rural setting tend to be used more lightly. 
 
Gobster also conducted research on trail locations and use patterns. He did a number 
of surveys covering topics such as trail use, trail perceptions and preferences, opinions 
on future trail development issues, socio-demographics, and economics of use. He 
used statistical tools to analyze the data and the results are shown in Fig. 2.2. 
 
Fig. 2.2 Trail use level and its distance from homes 
 (Source: Paul H. Gobster, 1995. Perception and use of a metropolitan greenway 
system for recreation, landscape and urban planning 33, 401-413.) 
 
Figure 2.2 is a plot of the reverse cumulative frequency distribution for respondents who 
traveled a given distance to reach a greenway. It illustrated how far people traveled to 
use the greenway. He examined three different greenway types: state greenways, 
regional greenways and local greenways. For each type of greenway, as the distance 
from homes increases, the percentage of users decreases sharply. The curves 
demonstrated a “distance decay” function for each trail type, and illustrated the 
attractive power in terms of how far people traveled to use it. The curve for local trails 
drops very steeply: only 21% of the sample came from distances greater than 5 miles 
from the trail, and only 3% came from distances greater than 20 miles from the trail. The 
curves for regional and state greenways drop less steeply. 
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This research made two discoveries: greenways in high urban density areas tend to be 
used more, and people are more likely to use greenways that are closer to their home. 
 
The spatial proximity of greenways and community will promote physical activity. 
Research shows that people are more willing to participate in physical activities if there 
is a greenway near their home. Studies of built environment and physical activity have 
shown that a large amount of activity occurs near the home and certain attributes of the 
built environment around homes are positively related to physical activity. People with 
access to recreational facilities are two times more likely to get the recommended level 
of physical activity than those without access (National Recreation and Park 
Association).  
 
Greenway and Physical Activities 
Walking Trails Are the Most Popular Location for Physical Activity 
There are various ways for people to participating in physical activity, such as walking, 
biking, a recreation center, sports center, boating, even shopping malls. The Knox 
County Health Department has conducted a survey on the popularity of various 
locations for physical activity based on people’s perceptions; the results are given in Fig. 
2.3. Figure 2.3 shows that, walking trails have become the most popular locations for 
physical activity, at all age levels, and for both men and women. They are used by 50 
percent of men and 48 percent of women in the survey. 
 
Fig. 2.3 popularity of various locations for physical activity 
(source: Knox County Physical Activity Report) 
 
Physical Activity Improves the Community Health 
Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that 
results in energy expenditure (Caspersen, 1985). Walking, gardening, briskly pushing a 
baby stroller, climbing the stairs, playing soccer, or dancing the night away are all good 
examples of being active. For health benefits, physical activity should be moderate or 
vigorous and add up to at least 30 minutes a day (United States Department of 
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Agriculture). 
 
Moderate physical activities include 
• Walking briskly (about 3 ½ miles per hour) 
• Hiking 
• Gardening/yard work 
• Dancing 
• Golf (walking and carrying clubs) 
• Bicycling (less than 10 miles per hour) 
• Weight training (general light workout) 
 
Vigorous physical activities include:  
• Running/jogging (5 miles per hour) 
• Bicycling (more than 10 miles per hour) 
• Swimming (freestyle laps) 
• Aerobics 
• Walking very fast (4 ½ miles per hour) 
• Heavy yard work, such as chopping wood 
• Weight lifting (vigorous effort) 
• Basketball (competitive) 
 
Some physical activities are not intense enough to help people meet the 
recommendations. Although the body is moving, these activities do not increase the 
heart rate, so they should not be counted towards the 30 or more minutes a day that a 
person should strive for. These include walking at a casual pace, such as while grocery 
shopping, and doing light household chores (United States Department of Agriculture). 
 
Positive Relationship between Physical Activity and Health 
Research has revealed the health benefits of physical activity. Physical activity can 
reduce the chance of cardiovascular disease and help prevent obesity and diabetes. 
Physical activity can help control weight, reduce the risk of heart disease and some 
cancers, strengthen bones and muscles, and improve mental health 
 
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Service’s report “A Report of the Surgeon 
General” has pointed out the positive relationship between physical activity and health. 
Some major conclusions that can be abstracted are these: 
1. People of all ages, both male and female, benefit from regular physical activities. 
2. Significant health benefit can be obtained by including a moderate amount of physical 
activity (e.g., 30 minutes of brisk walking or raking leaves, ) on most, if not all days of 
the week. Through a modest increase in daily activity, most Americans can improve 
their health and quality of life. 
3. Additional health benefits can be gained through greater amounts of physical 
activities. 
4. Physical activity reduces the risk of premature mortality in general. Physical activity 
improves mental health and is important for the health of muscles, bones, and joints (A 
Report of the Surgeon General, p.4). 
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Physical Activity is Important for Children 
Child health is critical to the development of the nation. Children are at the early stage 
of developing their bodies, which will influence their whole lives. Good health will ensure 
a stronger body and help children to be more successful in their future careers. Children, 
especially teenagers, are at the critical point of evolving their own opinions about the 
world and society, which will shape how the society is going to develop to a great extent. 
It is very important to expose children to good values and criteria, thus they can become 
mentally healthy people with whole personalities. 
 
However, nowadays children tend to be more and more physically inactive. Today’s 
children are exposed to much more unhealthy foods and they are becoming less active. 
The percentage of students walking or biking to school declined from 40.7% in 1969 to 
12.9% in 2001 (McDonald, 2007; Fig. 2.4).  
 
 
Fig. 2.4 Different transportation models for children to get to school. 
(source: McDonald, 2007) 
 
 
Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.5 show that, over the past forty years, the percentage of children 
who get to school in cars increased continuously while the percentage of children who 
walk or bike to school decreased significantly. This demonstrates a great decrease in 
the physical activity level over the past forty years. In addition, high school students who 
are enrolled in physical education classes has declined from 42 percent in 1991 to 25 
percent in 1995 (Physical Activity and Health, A report of the Surgeon General). 
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Table 2.1 Percentage of Children who adopted school bus, walking/biking, auto and 
public transportation as the way to get to school over the years 
 
 School Bus (%) Walk/Bike (%) Auto (%) Public Transit (%) 
1970 38 41 17 4 
1980 37 18 37 8 
1990 37 19 39 5 
2000 30 13 55 2 
(source: McDonald, 2007) 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 The composition change of four different transportation models adopted by 
children to go to school over the years 
(based on data in Table2.1, diagram by author) 
 
Several reasons account for this physical inactivity. Firstly, there is a generally unsafe 
environment for outdoor activities. Most streets are dominated by vehicles, which make 
them a dangerous environment for children, either to play outdoors or to use the street 
to get to school. For safety issues, children are allowed to play only in the backyards of 
their homes, which cannot support much physical activity likely and are too small for 
vigorous activities such as ball games and biking. The second reason is that many 
communities do not have parks or greenways within walking distance. Parks and 
greenways, which provide the best opportunity for physical activities, are often far from 
most residential quarters. Driving is common in order to visit a park, thus putting the 
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righs of play of the children totally under the control of their parents. Children 
themselves cannot have free access to such outdoor recreation opportunities, which 
limits their participation in physical activities. This inadequacy again will affect both the 
physical and mental development of the children. Finally, the over use of digital devices 
such as televisions and computers also seriously decreases the time that children will 
participate in outdoor activities. It also tends to result in them developing bad habits 
such as over eating. 
 
Adults Need Physical Activity 
The health condition of adults in America also needs improving. People’s participation in 
physical exercises has decreased over the past ten years. Many adults, especially 
those from low-income groups do not have healthy eating habits and do not have 
access to parks, greenways or other recreation facilities.  
 
People are more and more inclined to work indoors. Many activities take place in interior 
environments and are mainly sitting and talking, which greatly reduces the chance of 
physical movement. The heavy use of automobiles has seriously diminished the need 
for walking and bicycling, which in the past accounted for a necessary part of daily 
physical activities. 
 
The US Surgeon General recommends a minimum of 30 minutes of physical activity a 
day for adults to reduce the risk of chronic disease and early death. Yet only one fourth 
of the American adults meet that recommendation, either doing it during leisure time or 
consciously exercising. This has a lot to do with the more and more prevalent sedentary 
lifestyle. One serious direct outcome is the prevalence of obesity, and an increased risk 
of chronic diseases, such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, osteoporosis and, 
cancer (Fenton, 2005).  
 
There is an urgent need for us to create an environment in which physical activities can 
be guaranteed to happen on a regular basis, and even become a part of the everyday 
routine for most Americans. Such an environment should have four key attributes: more 
compact neighborhoods with a mix of land uses, where most trips can be accomplished 
by walking or biking; a comprehensive network of greenways, trails, bike lanes, and 
mass transit to support alternative transportation; site designs that welcome cyclists and 
pedestrians and create opportunities for outdoor activities; and safe environments that 
will encourage pedestrian and bicyclist activity. 
 
In summary, a good connection between greenways and communities will encourage 
more community members to use greenways. In this way, an increase in physical 
activities is expected to happen which can subsequently improve the health conditions 
of the residents. This relation can be summarized as the following diagram: 
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Based on this relationship, it is important to establish and improve the connections 
between greenways and communities, so that an increase in greenway use is expected. 
In this way, greenways will bring health benefits to the community. 
  
Communities 
Greenways 
Users Connections 
Physical 
Activity 
Community 
Health 
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Chapter 3 Precedent Studies 
 
3.1 Design Typologies 
Greenway precedents with design emphasis on community health were selected and 
studied in this chapter. We look at how these greenways improve community health and 
also design aspects including typology, materials and the experience they offer. 
 
3.1.1 Chattanooga and Hamilton County Greenways 
Chattanooga and Hamilton County are located in the southeast part of the state of 
Tennessee. The total area of the county is 576 square miles, in which the land area is 
542 square miles and water area of 33 square miles. The county’s population in 2010 
was 336,463, and the population density was 567 people per square mile 
(en.wikipedia.org). During the past twenty years, the county has devoted considerable 
time and budget to the development of greenways. Today Hamilton County has one of 
the most extensive and growing urban greenway systems in the country. In cooperation 
with the Trust for Public Land, Chattanooga, Hamilton County, and East Ridge have 
completed 28 miles of greenways, with 36 additional miles of greenway planned or 
proposed (Tennessee Greenways and Trails Plan, 2003). 
 
The county’s continuous effort devoted to greenway construction has brought in health 
benefits for the residents in the county. The obesity rate of Hamilton County has stayed 
almost the same in the past five years, as compared to the state average rate which is 
continuously increasing (Fig. 3.1). 
 
Fig. 3.1 Obesity rate in Hamilton County and in Tennessee State 
(Data from Center of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); Analysis and diagram by 
author) 
 
Over the past five years, Hamilton County has a lower level of physical inactivity 
compared to the Tennessee State average (Fig. 3.2) (obesity and physical inactivity 
data from Center for Disease Control and Prevention). 
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Fig. 3.2 Physical Inactivity level in Hamilton County as compared to the state of 
Tennessee (Data from CDC, analysis and diagram by author.) 
 
Tennessee Riverwalk, Chattanooga 
The Tennessee Riverwalk is a ten mile concrete and handicapped accessible greenway 
trail that runs along the Tennesse River from the Chickamauga Dam to downtown 
Chattanooga (Fig. 3.3). The primary goal of this greenway is to provide protection for 
environmental areas and recreational opportunities for the community. The secondary 
goal is to provide connectivity between parks and neighborhoods, public facilities and 
commercial centers via sidewalks and bicycle facilities. It is heavily used and one of the 
longest greenways in the state of Tennessee. 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 Tennessee Riverwalk plan 
(source: http://www.hamiltontn.gov/tnriverpark/ ) 
 
There are several reasons for the success of this greenway. Firstly, it takes advantage 
of a natural amenity – the Tennessee River which makes this greenway more attractive. 
Secondly it has connects various destinations, such as parks, pedestrian bridges, 
downtown, the bluff, the art district, and the UTC campus, which are important public 
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places for citizens. Thirdly the Riverwalk functions as an alternative transportation route, 
by connecting various destinations. Finally, it also has a high degree of connectivity. 
 
To some of Chattanooga’s major residential communities, the tributary greenways along 
North Chickamauga Creek north of the river and South Chickamauga Creek south of 
the river are more popular. 
 
Summary 
 
Table 3.1 Tennessee Riverwalk, Chattanooga TN 
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3.1.2 The Woodbridge Neighborhood Greenway 
Motivation for the Greenway 
The Woodbridge Neighborhood lies two miles from downtown Detroit. It suffered an 
economic downturn during the post World War II time period. However, in the mid-
1970s it was able to catch up and experienced the start of a revival which was mainly 
due to the original quality of the housing. Now the neighborhood includes a diverse 
community of students, artists, young professionals, families, and a lot of vacant lots. 
The community is attracting new residents because of its location, a sense of art and an 
abundance of available historic housing, which generates the need of a master plan and 
development strategy. A greenway is planned as one of the important elements for the 
neighborhood’s future development (Kappler, 2009). 
 
Objective 
The primary objectives for the design of the Woodbridge Greenway are as follows: 
1. Improve the environmental quality: enhance and/or restore local ecology and wildlife 
habitats 
2. Promote human health: define the best routes for pedestrian and bike lanes to 
encourage physical activity through non-motorized transportation while connecting to 
nearby greenways; improve and enhance the pedestrian and non-motorized 
transportation experience throughout the Woodbridge neighborhood. 
3. Encourage social interaction: promote social interaction among residents; provide 
opportunities for outdoor education, and preserve outdoor space. 
4. Stimulate economic growth: attract local business and potential homeowners to the 
neighborhood by providing recreational opportunities and a high quality of life. 
5. Implementing community input. 
6. Improve connections: provide access to amenities within the neighborhood and some 
historic sites within downtown Detroit, and two other existing city greenways: the 
Corktown-Mexicantown Greenlink and Midtown Loop greenways (Kappler, 2009). 
 
The greenway will provide both recreational and educational opportunities for the 
community, such as community gardening, an environmental education center, and 
passive and active recreation areas. The vacant lots along the greenway will be 
reclaimed and some ecological programs will be incorporated, such as native vegetation 
restoration, and storm-water management. The multi-objective greenway will encourage 
social interaction and will enhance both safety and the sense of community within the 
Woodbridge neighborhood (Kappler, 2009). 
 
Approaches 
Firstly, a literature review was done to understand the general context of greenway 
planning. Secondly, a site inventory was performed to identify features of the site that 
could serve as important nodes in this greenway routine. The focus of the greenway 
design is on the streets and the social institutions they connect. Neighborhoods, 
churches, schools, amenities, and open spaces within the neighborhood would all be 
connected. Thirdly, efforts were made to gather community input to inform the design. 
The plan is shown in Fig. 3.4 (Kappler, 2009). 
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Fig.3.4 Woodbridge Neighborhood Greenway Master Plan 
(source: Kappler, C. & Miller, L., 2009. Woodbridge Community Greenway and Bike 
Plan) 
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Summary: 
Table 3.2 Woodbridge Neighborhood Greenway, Detroit MI 
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3.1.3 Cook County Greenways and Chicago Riverfront Greenway 
 
Cook County is located in the State of Illinois. The total area is 1,635 square miles with 
a population of 5.19 million. The population density is 5.49 people per square mile. 
Today Cook County has existing greenways extending 294.31 miles, and proposed 
greenways reaching 444.32 miles, which is the most in the Northeast Illinois 
(Northeastern Illinois Regional Greenways and Trails Plan, 2009). Cook County has 
devoted a lot to greenway development, which not only brings environmental benefits, 
but also brings health benefits. The county’s physical inactivity rate is well below the 
state’s average level (Fig. 3.5).  
 
Fig. 3.5 Physical Inactivity Rate in Cook County 
(Data from United States Center of Disease Control, analysis and diagram by author.) 
 
The city of Chicago, as well as Cook County, has a lower obesity rate when compared 
to the average level in the state of Illinois (Fig. 3.6) (data from United States Department 
of Health and Human Services, Center for Disease Control and Prevention). 
 
Fig. 3.6 Obesity rate in Cook County 
(Data from United States Center of Disease Control, analysis and diagram by author.) 
 
A comparison of greenway mileage, obesity level, and physical inactivity rate is also 
listed in Table 3.3. The table shows that, Grundy County, which has minimal greenway 
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mileage, also has the highest physical inactivity. Grundy also has a high rate of obesity; 
however, since obesity also has other causes such as eating habits, a shortage in 
greenway may not necessarily result in obesity. 
 
Table 3.3 County Greenway Mileage and obesity, physical inactivity level 
 
 Greenway Mileage 
(miles) 
Obesity Rate 
2008 (%) 
Physical Inactivity Rate 
(%) 
Cook 294.31 24.9 23.1 
Dupage 192.48 24.1 17.9 
Grundy 8.99 28.2 30.4 
Kane 146.02 27.6 22.8 
Kendall 17.34 24.8 24.4 
Lake 157.55 24.2 20.8 
Mchenry 60.37 26 23.1 
Will 121.32 28.5 23.9 
 
 
The result can be further illustrated in Fig. 3.7 which shows that a higher mileage of 
greenways tends to be accompanied by a lower percentage of physical inactivity level. 
  
Fig. 3.7 Greenway mileage and physical inactivity level 
(Data from United States Center of Disease Control, analysis and diagram by author.) 
 
Chicago is the largest city in the state of Illinois and the third largest city in the United 
States. The city area is 234 square miles and population is 2.7 million. The population 
density is 11,864 people per square mile (www. en.wikipedia.org). 
 
The goal of Chicago’s greenway system is to promote multiple benefits, such as natural 
resource and habitat protection, flood control, phyto-remediation, multi-use trails for 
recreation and transportation. In addition, the greenways offer people opportunities to 
adopt healthy lifestyles and improve their quality of life. The planning of greenways 
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began in 1992, and they are still under development (Northeastern Illinois Regional 
Greenways and Trails Plan, 2009). 
 
Let us consider a greenway section: the Chicago Lakefront Path (Fig. 3.8). It takes 
advantage of Lake Michigan. The greenway is located in a residential area of high 
density and is heavily used. The greenway is successful because it unites different 
ethnic and socioeconomic neighborhoods, such as Southshore, Hyde Park, Lincoln 
Park and Lakeview. The greenway provides great recreation opportunities for these 
neighborhoods and serves as a functional transportation route. Residents in the 
adjacent communities have easy and safe access to the greenways and the 
connectivity is well maintained. 
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Fig. 3.8 Chicago Lakefront Path Plan (source: http://www.greenways.us/) 
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Summary 
 
Table 3.4 Chicago Riverfront Greenway, Chicago IL 
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3.1.4 Cardinal Greenway, Henry County IN 
Henry County is located in the state of Indiana. The total area is 394.9 square miles and 
the population in 2010 was 49,462. Population density is 126 people per square mile 
(www. en.wikipedia.org). 
 
Henry County’s Cardinal greenway is a 27-mile section and it is the longest continuous 
rail-trail in Indiana. The construction of the Cardinal greenway began in 1997, and the 
first ten miles were finished around 2003.The greenway bisects the heart of Muncie, 
crosses the White River and continues northwest to the town of Gaston (Fig. 3.9). 
 
 
Fig. 3.9 The plan of Cardinal Greenway 
(source: http://mnhbb.files.wordpress.com/) 
 
The greenway development in Henry County has likely provided health benefits. During 
the time period after the greenway construction, the county showed a drop in physical 
inactivity (Fig. 3.10).  
 
Fig. 3.10 Physical Inactivity Rates in Henry County (source: CDC, analysis and diagram 
by author.) 
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The obesity rate is still higher than the state average level although in 2008, the obesity 
rate showed a drop (Fig. 3.11) (data from United States Department of Health and 
Human Services, Center for Disease Control and Prevention). 
 
Fig. 3.11 Obesity rates in Henry County (source: CDC, analysis and diagram by author.) 
 
There is also an individual example showing that using greenways for physical 
exercises can treat obesity. In this example, the Cardinal Greenway helped a native of 
Blountsville to lose weight, saved his life, and improved life quality. Darrell York was a 
native in Henry County and had liver disease that needed an immediate transplant in 
order to survive. But in order to be qualified as a candidate for the liver transplant, he 
needed to lose 100 pounds first. York used the greenway to walk every day and after 
one year’s continuous effort, he lost 110 pounds and delayed the need for an immediate 
transplant. As he mentioned, he liked this greenway because it was close to his home 
and there was no motorized traffic. He rebuilt his health and built a new attitude toward 
life (http://www.hchcin.org/). 
 
The success of Cardinal Greenway can be perceived from two aspects. One is its 
continuity. Most users of this greenway reported that they like this greenway because it 
is uninterrupted. The greenway currently runs continuously for more than ten miles, and 
is still expanding. Riding a bike can become a pleasant journey over this long, stretching 
distance. Vehicle access is forbidden, there are no abrupt terminations, and limited 
disjunction between two greenway segments. All of these things create a comfortable 
and safe environment for the greenway users which increases its level of use.  
 
The other advantage of this greenway is that it has successfully incorporated a variety 
of functions. A lot of activity takes place here, such as rides, bicycling, walking and 
jogging. The design and planning of this greenway has taken into account various user 
types and all kinds of potential uses. Thus this greenway is able to satisfy the 
requirements of different users. Once again, this greatly encourages people to use it 
(Bike Trail: Indiana's Cardinal Greenway). A good environment and the greenways 
infrastructure will attract people. 
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Summary 
Table 3.5 Cardinal Greenway, Henry County IN 
 
 
 
3.1.5 Lessons Learned 
 
In reviewing of the above greenway precedents, most of which bring health benefits to 
the communities, various design typology and approaches can be abstracted. First, 
greenway design should be viewed as a system approach. In the city, a green 
infrastructure should be planned so that different parts of the city can be connected and 
a pedestrian movement flow is possible. Second, a greenway is viewed as a link 
between different parts of the city. Connections are the key characters of greenways. 
Connectivity is a critical functional characteristic for water, flora, fauna and, people. 
Connections from work to home, and connections among different trail segments help to 
attract more users for greenways. The design of greenways should also encourage 
pedestrian activities. The design of greenways should also include the safety of the 
greenways so that they might affect a willingness to use the local environment for 
physical activity. Special signage, such as caution signs, way-finding signs, and trail 
maps should be carefully designed and installed along the greenway routes so that 
greenways can become more user friendly.  
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3.2 Knoxville Greenways 
 
3.2.1 Greenways Planning in Knoxville 
Knoxville is the third largest city in Tennessee, with a land area of 92 square miles and 
a population of 182,337 (U.S. Census Bureau). Previously an industrial city with an 
agricultural and quarrying dominated economy, it has now been transformed into a 
thriving education, research, sports and industrial center, with service becoming the 
main economic support (www.city-data.com). Knoxville is also a college town and hosts 
the campus of the University of Tennessee. It is also the site of the headquarters of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority. 
 
The city of Knoxville was incorporated in 1815, and it was not until 1872 that the first 
park, Circle Park, was donated to the city (Knoxville-Knox County Park, Recreation and 
Greenways Plan). In 1990, it was found that the City and County were deficient in park 
space compared to similar metropolitan areas. The city has since devoted considerable 
efforts to improve parks and greenway systems. Some of the most prominent 
greenways in this system include: the Bearden, First Creek Greenway, Sequoyah 
Greenways, Sterchi Greenways, Ten-Mile Creek/ Pellissippi Parkway Greenway, Third 
Creek Greenway, and Will Skelton Greenways (Knoxville-Knox County Park, Recreation 
and Greenways Plan). 
 
Mayor Victor Ashe has been supporting the development of Knoxville Greenways 
politically. In September 1991, he appointed the Knoxville Greenways and Community 
Trails Commission to create a concept plan for greenways and make recommendations 
on what steps should be taken to initially create the foundation of a greenway system 
(The Knoxville Greenways & Community Trails Commission, 1992). Commission 
members included a wide variety of local and federal government officials, and 
representatives of KUB, the Metropolitan Planning Commission, City Council, and 
recreational organizations. In carrying out its efforts, the Commission reviewed existing 
plans related to greenways, conducted a survey and public hearing to ascertain 
greenway interests, examined fifteen potential greenway corridors, created a “short list” 
of greenways which should be given particular attention, and created an action plan to 
realize initial greenway development. 
 
 
Knoxville Greenways Coalition played a critique role in the development of city 
greenways. It was established in 1991 by a group of three conservationists active in the 
Sierra Club who believed a greenway system would improve the quality of life and 
provide recreational opportunities and access to alternative transportation in Knoxville. 
They were the local estate lawyer Will Skelton, Landscape Architect and UT professor 
Sam Rogers, and another Sierra Club member Judith Ideker. The team created a slide 
show and brochure and went to speak to local businesses, civic and conservation 
groups to build support for a greenway system, promote membership in the coalition, 
and gather political clout (Knox Greenways Coalition website). 
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The Knoxville-Knox County Metropolitan Planning Commission (MPC) has proposed a 
comprehensive greenway system for the whole county (The Knoxville-Knox County 
Park, Recreation and Greenways Plan, by Knoxville-Knox County MPC, 2009). Figure 
3.12 is the comprehensive greenway plan for the county; Figure 3.13 shows the detailed 
greenway plans for each city sector. 
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Fig. 3.12. MPC proposed countywide greenway system (plan provided by Knoxville-
Knox County Metropolitan Planning Commission) 
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Northwest City Sector 
 
North City Sector 
 
Central City Sector 
 
East City Sector 
 
West City Sector 
 
South City Sector 
 
Fig. 3.13. MPC Proposed Citywide Greenways 
(Source: The Knoxville-Knox County Park, Recreation and Greenways Plan) 
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3.2.2 Critique of Knoxville's Greenway System 
 
On the past twenty years, the city of Knoxville has made considerable progress in 
greenway development. There are still some aspects that could be further improved. 
 
Inadequacy of parklands and greenways 
The percentage of parkland areas compared to total land areas can give an idea of how 
well the city is served by green spaces. For 33 main American cities of low population 
density, on average, 9.8 percent of city lands is devoted to parks (the Trust for Public 
Land). However, in Knoxville City, only 3.4 percent of city lands is devoted to parks. The 
number is derived by dividing Knoxville’s total park lands, which is 2009.26 acres 
(Knoxville- Knox County Park, Recreation and Greenways Plan, 2009), by Knoxville 
City’s total areas, which is 92 square miles (U.S. Census Bureau). This shows that the 
city is deficient in city park lands. 
 
Table 3.6 Knoxville’s park land areas compared to National Standards 
 1970 1990 2010 
city/county existing parks 1600 2212 2009 
National Standards 4489 5444 6002 
 (national standards are based on population. Source: Knox County Greenways Plan, 
preliminary, 1994) 
 
 
Fig. 3. 14 Knoxville’s parkland areas compared to national standards 
 
The city of Knoxville currently has 30 miles of existing greenways and a population of 
184,000. This gives only 0.162 miles of greenway per 1000 residents, which is quite low. 
According to the Knoxville Physical Activity Report 2007, about 28 percent of men and 
25 percent of women responded that their communities don’t have any bike paths or 
bike trails. There is an urgent need to expand and improve the current greenway system 
so that more communities can use it for the purpose of physical exercise and recreation. 
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Some greenways are not in good condition 
In Knoxville, some greenways are mainly street sidewalks. Figure 3.15 shows a section 
of the Third Creek Greenway along Sutherland Avenue. It is located just beside the 
street and has limited vegetation and makes the user feel unsafe. 
 
 3.15 a                                           3.15b 
Fig. 3.15 Third Creek Greenway on Sutherland Avenue 
(source: fig 3.15a is from “The Knoxville-Knox County Park, Recreation and Greenways 
Plan”, fig 3.15 b is from google street view) 
 
Disconnection of existing greenway and parklands 
The county has a comprehensive plan for a greenway system. But the existing 
greenways displays a certain degree of disconnection (Fig. 3.16). Under some 
situations, a sign pointing out to the next segment of greenway is necessary to help the 
users get to the next destination. 
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Fig. 3.16 Knoxville citywide Greenspaces and Greenways distribution Map (by author) 
The greenspaces refers to parks and open spaces. The solid lines denote existing 
greenways, the dashed lines denote Knoxville City proposed greenways, the patches 
denote existing parks and green spaces. 
 
Improving the connections between existing greenway segments is highly desired. A 
better greenway system can more consistently meet people’s everyday needs for 
recreation, commuting, and access to nature.  
 
In summary, the above study found the following problems with the current situation of 
Knoxville City’s greenways: (1) lack of greenways in the community; (2) greenways not 
within walking distance; and (3) poor connections among existing greenways. My thesis 
investigates this problem and makes recommendations. This thesis makes efforts to 
establish connections between greenways and communities, and makes 
recommendations for the city's greenway plan. 
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Chapter 4 Design Exploration at City Scale: Knoxville City 
 
4.1 Goals of Greenway Planning in Knoxville City 
The primary goal for this thesis project is to improve connections between greenways 
and communities. Well established connections will increase physical activity levels and 
improve community health. Several goals should be incorporated in the design phase.  
• First is to establish a greenway system. Greenways should be able to connect all the 
parks, schools, residential neighborhoods and places of employment. Greenways can 
act as an effective transportation route.  
• Second goal is to protect environmentally sensitive areas, such as stream corridors, 
steep slopes, and wildlife habitats.  
• Thirdly, the design of the greenway should make sure that most residential areas will 
have greenways within walking distance. Residents can use the greenway in a more 
frequent and regular basis.  
• Finally, the design should enhance the collaboration between public and private 
sectors since land acquisition is a key issue in the construction of greenways. 
 
4.2 Methods 
First, a traditional literature review was completed using the University of Tennessee’s 
library catalogue and digital data base. The research focused on the following topics: 
the definition of a greenway and its general context in America; the parameters that 
define health and a healthy community; the relationship between greenways and a 
healthy community; the history of Knoxville City and greenway planning; and case 
studies of existing greenways which includes community health as their planning goals. 
 
The next step was to document the existing conditions of Knoxville City. Items include: 
Knoxville City’s existing and proposed parks and greenways; the location of Knoxville 
city’s communities; and geographic information such as elevation, hydrology, and 
vegetation.  
 
After collecting all the information, they were combined in the Geographic Information 
System. Neighborhoods that have no parks or greenways were identified and new 
connections between greenways and communities were proposed. The planning of 
greenways will make sure that most residential quarters will have greenways within 
walking distance. Most communities should have greenways within 1/4 mile distance (5 
minutes walking). For parks, the distance can be larger, being 1 mile (15 minutes 
walking).  
 
I conducted an internet survey with some of the neighborhood association committee 
members and asked for opinions regarding the health condition in their local community 
and their input for greenway planning.  
 
A site visit to most of the proposed City Greenways locations was also conducted. The 
existing conditions of proposed greenway routes were photographed. See Figs. 4.1 –  
4.6 for site documentation. 
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Fig. 4.1. Central City Sector Proposed Greenway Site Documentation (by author) 
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Fig. 4.2. East City Sector Proposed Greenway Site Documentation (by author) 
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Fig. 4.3. North City Sector Proposed Greenway Site Documentation (by author) 
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Fig. 4.4. West City Sector Proposed Greenway Site Documentation (by author) 
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Fig. 4.5. South City Sector Proposed Greenway Site Documentation (by author) 
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Fig. 4.6. Northwest City Sector Proposed Greenway Site Documentation (by author) 
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4.3 Site-Context Analyses 
 
Knoxville City is located in the Ridge and Valley province of East Tennessee. The 
Tennessee River runs through the city, flowing from east to west. Several interstate 
routes join here: Interstates 40, 275 and 75. Kingston Pike is the arterial road of the city, 
as many commercial activities take place there (Fig. 4.7). The terrain is mountainous, 
with a lot of ridges (Fig. 4.8). The ridges have steep slopes and are heavily vegetated, 
while areas adjacent to the river are more flat and have several tributary creeks and 
associated flood plains (Fig. 4.9). 
 
 
Fig. 4.7 Knoxville City Roads and Waterways (by author) 
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Fig. 4.8 Knoxville Elevation Map (by author) 
 
 
Fig. 4.9 Knoxville Area Slope Analysis (by author) 
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4.4 Critique of City’s Greenway Plan and Design Solution 
 
4.4.1 Criteria 
The critique and recommendation for Knoxville City’s greenway were based on four 
criteria: land ownership, property value, walking distance, and location of Knoxville city’s 
communities. 
 
Land ownership 
Figure 4.10 is the land use map of Knoxville. Major land use types include: residential 
(single family, multiple family), public, commercial, and industrial. Land use maps are an 
important reference in greenway route design, since land acquisition is often 
problematic in greenway implementation. Developing new greenways will likely need 
newly purchased lands or easements, and different approaches will be adopted 
according to the ownership being either public or private. 
 
Fig. 4.10 Knoxville City Existing Landuse Map 
(Data from www.tngis.org, image created by author.) 
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Neighborhoods 
In order to establish connections between greenways and communities, it is important 
to identify the locations of the city’s neighborhoods. Currently Knoxville has more than 
360 neighborhoods. Their contact information can be found at Knoxville Government’s 
website (http://www.ci.knoxville.tn.us/newcomers/neighborhood.asp). 
 
The geographic maps of Knoxville’s neighborhoods are summarized in Fig. 4.11. Each 
of the blue patches denotes a neighborhood. The name of each neighborhood is also 
marked. The information on neighborhoods is found on the Knoxville government’s 
website. Based on this information and Google map search, a GIS file containing all the 
geographical information was created and stored. 
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Fig. 4.11  Knoxville City Neighborhoods Distribution Map  
(Data from City of Knoxville Neighborhood Association, diagram by author) 
 
Walking Distance 
Most comfortable walking distance 
Walking distance is the distance that can be travelled by walking in a fixed amount of 
time. There are different definitions for walking distance, being 1/4 mile, half mile or one 
mile. This thesis will adopt 1/4 mile to create a buffer for walking distance. The quarter-
mile (0.4 km) has become a standard threshold distance used in park accessibility 
studies in the United States. (The Trust for Public Land, 2004, et al.). A quarter-mile 
(half-mile round trip) is a reasonable distance for parents taking toddlers and small 
children to a park for everyday outings and playground opportunities. Given the 
reduction in children’s independent mobility, trips of more than a quarter-mile (especially 
in high-traffic areas or neighborhoods where parents have safety concerns) are unlikely 
to be acceptable to parents.  
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For each greenways, a 1/4 mile buffer was created by GIS software; for parks, a 1 mile 
buffer was created using the same software. This buffer analysis shows the service 
areas of existing greenways and parks. This gives an analysis map of Knoxville’s 
Greenway plan (Fig. 4.12). This map also shows neighborhoods that are underserved 
by greenways, either having no access to greenways or greenways are not within a 
walking distance. These areas can be identified as potential sites for new greenways. 
 
Fig. 4.12 Service area of Knoxville City’s greenway and parks (by author) 
 
After gathering all the necessary information, the different factors were combined in a 
GIS file. The suitability of city proposed greenways was examined as an overall 
consideration of all these criteria. Based on this, the author made critiques and 
recommendations for the city’s greenway plan. Where the proposed greenways for the 
city do not work well in this context, an alternative is provided. 
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4.4.2 Critique and Recommendations 
1. Central City Sector 
 
 
Fig. 4.13 Center City Sector Greenway Analysis Map 
(Solid green lines are existing greenways; dashed green lines are proposed greenways.) 
 
Critiques and Recommendations 
 
Lonsdale Area proposed greenway (number 1 in Fig. 4.13) 
The advantage of this greenway sector is that it connects two parks within the Lonsdale 
area neighborhood: Sam E. Hill Park and Lonsdale Park. The critique will be that the 
whole area consists of residential lots (Fig. 4.10). Land acquisition will likely be a 
problem, which might make the plan hard to implement in reality. Establishing such a 
greenway in a purely residential area needs caution, since it may incur opposition from 
homeowners. The author recommends using Connecticut Avenue as an alternative for 
the proposed greenway route. 
 
Greenway along Texas Avenue (number 2 in Fig. 4.13) 
The existing land use along this greenway sector is commercial, residential, and office. 
There are some vacant lots along this route that can be used as greenway corridors. 
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Sharp’s Ridge Greenway (number 3 in Fig. 4.13) 
The steep slope should be protected from development. The Ridge offers a panoramic 
view of Knoxville City and should promote its role as a regional park. The ridge presents 
outstanding aesthetic and recreational value for Knoxville’s park system. Access to the 
site should be enhanced. 
 
Central Greenway connector (number 4 in Fig. 4.13) 
Central Avenue already has bicycle lanes installed. However, the streetscape is 
unattractive, being bare concrete road surfaces and one-story commercial buildings. 
More vegetation on the street is recommended which can enhance the image of the 
street and enrich the experience for the users. 
 
Second Creek Greenway (number 5 in Fig. 4.13) 
The current situation of Second Creek needs caution. Land along Second Creek is 
mostly developed, and some sections of the stream are not in a healthy condition. Large 
amounts of land will need to be purchased to protect this stream corridor. Stream banks 
need to be vegetated in order to reduce erosion and improve water quality. 
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2. East City Sector 
 
Fig. 4.14 East City Sector Greenway Analysis Map 
(Solid green lines are existing greenways; dashed green lines are proposed greenways.) 
 
Greenways along Valley View Road (number 1 in Fig. 4.14) 
The advantage of this proposed greenway is that it connects several parks and schools. 
However, the proposed site of this section of greenway runs through a residential area. 
Land acquisition might be a problem. We recommended that this sector  be shifted one 
block south. The new route will take advantage of existing vacant lots and public lands. 
Another problem is that this area only has one greenway, which is not enough to serve 
the communities within the region. More south-north running greenways or greenway 
connectors need to be planned, in order to connect the main greenway routes and 
provide the communities with access to parklands. 
 
Second Creek Greenway (number 2 in Fig. 4.14) 
The land alongside the creek is mostly devoted to commercial and office use, which will 
have flooding issues and threaten the health of the stream. The author suggests 
relocating the businesses in order to restore the natural stream corridor and floodplain. 
 
Under-served area (numbers 3, 4, 5 in Fig. 4.14) 
In this sector of the city, there are not enough greenways, parks and areas for outdoor 
recreation, such as the three areas identified in Fig. 4.14. Additional greenways need to 
be planned in this area. The site has many vacant properties that can be used to 
develop greenway corridors or as nodes on the greenway network. 
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3. North City Sector 
 
Fig. 4.15 North City Sector Greenway Analysis Map 
(Solid green lines are existing greenways; dashed green lines are proposed greenways.) 
 
Under served area (number 1 in Fig. 4.15) 
There are several schools in this region and a greenway should be added into this area 
to connect the schools. 
 
Greenway along Dante Road (number 2 in Fig. 4.15) 
This greenway sector makes use of existing vacant lots and connects schools. This 
greenway is also located along the creek, which will protect the stream corridor and 
wetland ecosystem health. 
 
Under-served area (number 3 in Fig. 4.15) 
Most of the lands in this sector are devoted to residential use, and there are many 
vacant lots scattered through the area which could potentially be converted to 
neighborhood parks or pocket parks. A new greenway needs to be put in this area to 
serve the residents. 
 
Greenway along railroad (number 4 in Fig. 4.15) 
This greenway sector takes advantage of existing vacant lands thus reduces the 
concern about land acquisition. 
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4. Northwest City Sector 
 
Fig. 4.16 Northwest City Sector Greenway Analysis Map 
(Solid green lines are existing greenways; dashed green lines are proposed greenways.) 
 
Third Creek Extension (number 1 in Fig. 4.16) 
This greenway route provides an extension from the Bearden and Third Creek 
Greenways to Victor Ashe Park, Badgett Field and Northwest Middle School. It 
preserves the lands along this branch of Third Creek as a permanent natural area. The 
author also recommends that a large patch of undeveloped land along this greenway 
should be considered for protection. Some erosion control methods can be utilized here 
such as planting trees and shrubs; designing culverts and drainage structures to handle 
excess runoff; minimizing impervious surfaces by utilizing materials that would allow 
water to seep into the ground; and planting native ground cover in areas where grass 
does not grow well. 
 
Greenways along Middlebrook Pike, west end (number 2 in Fig. 4.16) 
Part of Middlebrook Pike has bicycle lanes installed. There is an extra lane along 
Middlebrook Pike that potentially can be converted into a bike lane or sidewalk. 
 
Greenways along Middlebrook Pike, east end (number 3 in Fig. 4.16) 
This greenway sector will bypass a residential area. It will give the residents there 
convenient access to outdoor recreation opportunities. Land acquisition will be a 
problem. 
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Greenways along Papermill Drive (number 4 in Fig. 4.16) 
The advantage of this greenway is that it connects the existing Weisgarber and Jean 
Teague greenways while also providing a connection to Bearden Middle School. Land 
acquisition will be a problem. 
 
Under-served areas (number 5 and 6 in Fig. 4.16) 
As can be identified in Fig. 4.16, there are no parks or greenways in these residential 
areas. The author suggests putting new local greenways in these areas. 
 
5. South City Sector 
 
Fig. 4.17 South City Sector Greenway Analysis Map 
(Solid green lines are existing greenways; dashed green lines are proposed greenways.) 
 
South Riverfront Greenway (number 1 in Fig. 4.17) 
The selling point of this proposed greenway sector is that it takes advantage of the 
scenic value of the Tennessee River. The flood zones should be reserved for greenway 
land. The challenges might be that much of the riverfront land have been developed and 
are not in a good condition. The land-use types include industrial, commercial and 
residential. A coherent planning approach should be adopted in order to accommodate 
the different types of land use. The author also suggests providing more public access 
to the river, to take advantage of the river scenery. 
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Riverfront greenway (number 2 in Fig. 4.17) 
A difficulty for this sector of greenway is that it runs through residential lots. The author 
suggests moving this greenway sector to Spense Road which has the potential to be a 
greenway. The street has sidewalks on both sides, and a median between street and 
sidewalks. There are trees along the street and the streetscape is scenic. These can 
potentially enhance the views along the greenways. 
 
Under-served area (numbers 3 and 4 in Fig. 4.17) 
Compared to other sectors of the city, the number of greenways and greenway 
connectors in this city sector is inadequate. 
 
Greenway along Chapman Highway (number 5 in Fig. 4.17) 
There are large pieces of lands that are not developed, which have the potential to be 
preserved as naturalized areas or new public parks. If development does take place in 
this area, green infrastructure should be planned ahead, not as a remedy after the 
development has happened. 
 
Greenway in Magazine Road Area (number 6 in Fig. 4.17) 
The advantage of this greenway segment is that it connects parks and schools in the 
area, and makes the whole area a comprehensive system. However, the concern 
comes from the fact that most of the proposed greenways are on private lands. The 
author has two suggestions to address this issue: one is to improve the existing 
suburban streets to become a greenway; the other is to build a greenway connector 
instead of a greenway. If the latter approach is adopted, clear signage will be needed 
for each node (such as the parks and schools), showing the direction of the greenways 
and the locations of adjacent trip destinations. 
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6. West City Sector
 
Fig. 4.18 West City Sector Greenway Analysis Map 
(Solid green lines are existing greenways; dashed green lines are proposed greenways.) 
 
Greenway in Deane Hill Drive Area (number 1 in Fig. 4.18) 
The proposed greenway is in a residential area and land acquisition will be a problem. 
The author recommends purchasing three lots to establish the proposed greenway 
connection. 
 
Greenway Connector on Gleason Road (number 2 in Fig. 4.18) 
Currently the Gleason greenway connector terminates abruptly at Morrell Road. The 
author suggests extending the Gleason greenway connector to the other side of Morrell 
Road so that it can be connected to the other sector of proposed greenways. This 
extension takes advantage of the vacant land. 
 
Greenway close to Westland Drive (number 3 in Fig. 4.18) 
The advantage of this greenway route is that it makes use of vacant lots and open 
spaces. However, some of greenway segments are in private residential areas; the 
author suggests relocation of this sector of greenway. 
 
Northshore Greenway (number 4 in Fig. 4.18) 
The advantage of this greenway is that it connects various outdoor recreational facilities, 
such as football fields and volleyball fields (these fields are open to the general public). 
Users will have a variety of choices to satisfy their recreational or exercise needs. The 
greenway is also on the side of the Tennessee River, which gives it a scenic experience 
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and adds amenity value. There is ample parking space and large open fields in this area. 
The greenway has the capacity to accommodate a large number of users.  
 
There are also several drawbacks to this greenway. The greenway is sited in an 
isolated situation, which has no connection with other greenways or other parts of the 
city. The Northshore Drive, the only access to the site, is very busy. It is dangerous for 
pedestrians or bicyclists to arrive by means of this road. Some precautions need to be 
established to calm down the traffic and accommodate the needs of pedestrians and 
bicyclists. Finally, the greenway only has two entrances, one on the southern side, the 
other on the northern side, which are not enough for such a large area. An additional 
entrances will likely be needed to these two existing entrances for this site. 
 
Cherokee Boulevard (number 5 in Fig. 4.18) 
This greenway takes advantage of the scenic Tennessee River and is well designed. 
There is currently one public access point to the river. The author recommends 
establishing another public access point to the river. 
 
Greenway along Old Weisgarber Road (number 6 in Fig. 4.18) 
The land along Old Weisgarber Road is mostly devoted to commercial development. 
Land acquisition in this area will be a problem. The author suggests establishing a 
greenway in this location instead of a greenway connector, since it is on the location of 
Fourth Creek and can play a critical role in stream habitat protection. 
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Chapter 5  Design Solution at Community Level: Lonsdale 
Neighborhood Focus Area 
 
5.1 Lonsdale Neighborhood Introduction 
The proposed project site is in the Lonsdale neighborhood, to the north of the UT 
campus (Fig. 5.1). This neighborhood belongs to the central city sector in Knoxville 
City’s metropolitan plan. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Geographic location of Lonsdale Neighborhood, Knoxville (by author) 
 
The Lonsdale neighborhood was established in 1890 by William Ragsdale on the 
western edge of Knoxville north of Western Avenue and South of Mechanicsville. It was 
named after his parents, Lonas and Dale Ragsdale. Ragsdale named many of the 
streets after Civil War generals and Union States. Many of the homes exhibit Victorian 
and Craftsman influence (Lonsdale Redevelopment and Urban Renewal Plan, 2005). 
 
Today the Lonsdale neighborhood is bordered by Heiskell Avenue to the north, Texas 
Avenue to the west, and the Western Heights housing project to the east.  
 
The community suffered following World War II, as many longtime residents moved 
away to Oak Ridge and further north and west. The City of Knoxville has long been 
committed to revitalizing each inner center community. With Federal Empowerment 
Zone funds the City hopes to provide the catalyst to begin the long process of 
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revitalizing the Lonsdale community (Lonsdale Redevelopment and Urban Renewal 
Plan, 2005). 
 
Existing Conditions 
The neighborhood currently does not have enough places for outdoor activities. The 
original playground and recreation center were demolished in Lonsdale Homes's 
extensive remodeling. Children have to use parking lots as their playground which is 
unsafe. The nearest baseball fields, basketball court or swimming pool are only 
reachable by a car (Nelson, 2010). 
 
The area is characterized by many vacant lots, especially in the northern section (Fig. 
5.2). There are many planned but undeveloped public streets (mainly because these 
proposed streets are on very steep slopes and hard to open). The existing street 
patterns are irregular, and many homes are in poor condition and in need of renovation. 
Heavy truck traffic passes through the neighborhood, particularly along Texas Avenue, 
which becomes an unsafe factor for the residents in the community. There is limited 
commercial activity. There are no buffers between the neighborhood and the existing 
industrial area. The industrial manufacture activity decreases the quality of life of the 
adjacent neighborhoods. 
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Fig. 5.2 Lonsdale existing land use map (by author) 
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The city already has a concept plan for Lonsdale neighborhood redevelopment (Fig. 5.3, 
Lonsdale Redevelopment and Urban Renewal Plan, 2005). Some of the main proposals  
are these: a proposed greenway surrounding the neighborhood; a new commercial 
center in the areas that is on both sides of Texas Avenue between Sherman Street and 
Stonewall Street; a greenway along Texas and Heiskell Avenues. 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Lonsdale Neighborhood Redevelopment Concept Plan 
(source: Lonsdale Redevelopment and Urban Renewal Plan, Knoxville’s Community 
Development Corporation, 2005) 
 
After an on-site visit and discussion with local residents, the following preferences are 
summarized (Fig. 5.4): 
• Calm down traffic on Texas Avenue and Heiskell Avenue; 
• Create a buffer between the industrial areas and residential areas; 
• Extend Gap Road to Texas Avenue. 
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Fig. 5.4 Summary of Current problems in Lonsdale Community (by author) 
 
The site also has drainage issues (Fig. 5.5). Roads which have drainage issues include: 
Sherman Street, McPherson Street, Savoy Street, Gap Road and Ohio Avenue. 
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Fig. 5.5 Lonsdale Neighborhood, Sites that have Drainage Issues (by author) 
 
 
5.2 Site Analysis and Discussion 
 
Lonsdale is to the north of downtown Knoxville. On the northwest side of the property is 
an extension of Sharp’s Ridge, which is the highest area of the neighborhood, and the 
lowest part is on the south of the property (Fig. 5.6).  
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Figure 5.6 Lonsdale Elevation Map (generated by GIS, diagram by author) 
 
Slope analysis shows that the northwest is steeply sloping (the ridge); and the other 
areas are relatively flat (Fig. 5.7).  
 
 
Figure 5.7 Lonsdale Slope Analysis (generated by GIS, diagram by author) 
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Hydrology analysis shows that this neighborhood can be divided into three watersheds: 
on the east is the Second Creek Watershed, in the middle is the East Creek Watershed, 
and on the west is the Third Creek Watershed. There are three main streams on site, 
being the Second Creek, the East Creek and Third Creek correspondingly (Fig. 5.8). 
 
Figure 5.8 Lonsdale Hydrology Map (by author) 
Two kinds of information are shown here. One is watershed, which is assigned four 
different colors. The Lonsdale neighborhood can be divided into three watersheds: the 
north one (yellow) is the Second Creek watershed; the middle one (green) is the East 
Fork Creek watershed; and the west one (blue) is the Third Creek watershed. The other 
information is surface stream flow, as shown by blue lines. The thicker the line, the 
more water there is in that stream. 
 
The context study reveals several important elements that can potentially contribute to 
greenway planning. To the northwest of the property is a ridge, and areas surrounding 
the south and east boundaries are industrial lands. The adjacent communities include: 
Beaumont, Western Heights, College Hills and West View (Fig. 5.9). 
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Figure 5.9 Lonsdale Context Study (by author) 
 
The circulation analysis gives the following information. The main roads surrounding this 
neighborhood are I-75 on the north, I-275 on the east, and Western Avenue on the 
south. Texas Avenue and Heiskell Avenue are the arteries passing through this 
neighborhood. Gap Road provides access to the northern part of the city and Johnson 
Street and Tennessee Avenue provide the access to the southern part of the city (Fig. 
5.10). 
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Figure 5.10 Lonsdale Circulation Map (by author) 
 
Figure 5.11 is a study of community spaces in the Lonsdale Neighborhood. Community 
spaces could include public lands and commercial areas. Identified public spaces are 
marked with blue circles, which include: churches, schools, a community center, and 
parks. Some vacant lots that have the potential to become new community centers are 
also identified. Identified commercial areas are marked with a red star, which will help to 
create a vibrant community. 
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Figure 5.11 Lonsdale Community Space Study (by author) 
 
Based on the proposed commercial center and Lonsdale Park, a one-quarter-mile loop 
was drawn for these two centers (Fig. 5.12).  
 
 
Figure 5.12 Lonsdale A quarter mile walking loop (by author) 
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However, this did not cover the eastern half of the neighborhood. The author also 
proposes a new community center at the bend of Heiskell Avenue, and a one-quarter-
mile loop is identified. The new community center will include a greenway, a community 
park and a small plaza for a community gathering place. Along with this new community 
center, most areas of this neighborhood would be within walking distance to greenways 
and parks. The author also proposes to divide the neighborhood into six subregions (Fig. 
5.13); each region is about one-quarter mile in diameter. Each region can be served by 
either a park or a greenway.  
 
 
Figure 5.13 Lonsdale Walkable Community Concept Diagram (by author) 
 
After carefully considering all the information, both from natural geographic information 
and from community desires, Fig. 5.14 is generated as a summary of all the analysis. 
 
 
Figure 5.14 Lonsdale Greenway Design Concept Diagram (by author) 
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5.3 Lonsdale Greenway Design Resolution 
 
5.3.1 Design and Planning Motivation 
Objectives and issues to be addressed include the following: 
1. Buffer for Industrial Areas 
Create a greenway along the whole southern boundary of the neighborhood, which 
can act as the buffer between residential areas and industrial areas. The greenway 
buffer will act as a filter to catch potential harmful particles released during the industrial 
manufacture process and improve air quality. The buffer will isolate the noise, which is a 
big problem at this site. Greenways will also act as a screen to hide ugly, gigantic 
industrial buildings and machines, making the place more beautiful, and reducing the 
tension. 
 
2. Connection with Ridge and existing parks 
Extend Texas Avenue to the proposed ridge greenway. This proposed greenway 
will make a connection between the community and parklands. 
 
3. Connection with other parts of the city 
       Extend Gap Road to Texas Avenue which will enhance the neighborhood’s 
connection with the northern part of the city. Suggest through truck traffic use 
Tennessee Avenue and Johnson Road, instead of Texas Road and Heiskell Road, 
which will make the neighborhood safer and more friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists. 
 
4. Connect each section within the Lonsdale neighborhood 
      Parks, playgrounds, and commercial centers will become the nodes on the 
proposed greenway routes. These areas are where people are more likely to 
congregate. 
 
In conclusion, a greenway will make the neighborhood more livable and more 
aesthetically pleasing. It will improve the quality of life for the residents and contribute to 
better community health. 
 
 
5.3.2 Design Resolution: Traditional 
 
The greenway master plan is shown in Fig. 5.15.  
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Fig. 5.15 Lonsdale Greenway Master Plan (by author) 
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Fig. 5.16  Lonsdale Greenway 3D Views 
 
The design solution is composed of two parts: a traditional greenway and a health 
oriented greenway. The more traditional planning approach will consider how to improve 
the built environment of the site. Traditional site programming includes the following 
elements: 
 
Gateways (Fig. 5.17) 
Gateways to the Lonsdale neighborhood at the west end of Texas Avenue will be 
provided. Possible forms are arched gateways or similar “Welcome to Lonsdale” entries 
(this will separate trucks from the neighborhood). 
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a. Gateway Plan (by author) 
 
b. Gateway Section (by author) 
 
          
c. Before (photo by author)                           d. After (by author) 
Fig. 5.17 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 8, Gateway Design 
This design places emphasis on the gateway experience and help to enhance the 
sense of community. 
 
 
Greenway 
This section of greenway surrounding Lonsdale Home will provides resident with 
locations to engage in physical activities close to their homes. It will also acts as a buffer 
between the commercial/industrial areas. The development of greenways will make use 
of residual lands. 
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Before                                                              After 
Fig. 5.18 Proposed Stonewall Street greenway perspective, before and after. 
 
Constructed Wetland (Fig. 5.19) 
This constructed wetland will improve the built environment for this community. The 
purpose of a constructed wetland is to encourage infiltration and on-site stormwater 
treatment, and thus improving the water quality in local stream flow. This piece of land is 
the lowest part of the property and receives about 1/3 of the water running down onto 
the property. Thus this is an appropriate location for building this hydrology system. 
There is an existing neglected pond on site and that is currently impounding water. 
Minor improvements (digging deeper and more landscaping) will make it more efficient. 
 
 
a. Constructed Wetland Plan (by author) 
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b. Constructed Wetland Section Concept Diagram (diagram by author) 
 
         
c. Constructed Wetland, before and after (photo by author) 
Fig. 5.19 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 7, Proposed Constructed Wetland 
 
Greenway Buffer for Industrial Areas 
This section of greenway will act as a buffer between industrial areas and residential 
areas. The active manufacture activities on this site generate considerable pollution and 
noise. Even on weekends, there is still continuous noise in this area which becomes a 
negative factor for the quality of life of this community. The greenway buffer, which 
includes two or three rows of trees, will act as a screen for the aesthetically unappealing 
gigantic warehouses, act as a filter for the air pollutants, and will absorb noise. In the 
future, relocating the factories will be recommended to guarantee a healthy environment 
for the community. 
 
Green Island 
This little green island just opposite the new community center will act as a land mark 
for the community, as its symbol. This island is located at the bend of Heiskell Avenue, 
where it meets Texas Avenue, and is an important transit point for the main artery of 
this neighborhood. Currently this island is well landscaped and maintained; trees, 
shrubs and herbs make a good combination. A sign bearing the words of “Welcome to 
Lonsdale Neighborhood” will be provided. 
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Drainage Ditch (Fig. 5.20) 
Part of Minnesota Avenue has drainage issues: shallow concentrated water running 
along the road surface. A ditch is recommended to carry the water flow. The prototype 
is seen on site and should be able to translate to other sites. 
 
   
 
a. Bioswale Section (by author)      b. Existing drainage ditch on site (photo by author) 
The prototype of this existing drainage ditch can be used on other locations on site. 
Fig. 5.20 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 6, Drainage Ditch  
 
Rain Garden (Fig. 5.21) 
The purpose of installing the rain garden is to address the drainage issue on the site. 
Currently on the site there is retention of water which makes it appear muddy and nasty. 
A rain garden will retain the water and treat it on site. It will also make the place more 
aesthetically pleasing. 
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a. Rain Garden Plan  (by author)                  b. Rain Garden Section (by author) 
 
  
   c. Water retention on site (photo by author) 
Fig. 5.21 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 5, Rain Garden  
 
Greenway/Trail 
This goes to the most northern part of the neighborhood, which is also the steepest and 
heavily vegetated. Some undeveloped roads on the site. Since the slope is greater than 
30 percent, it is recommended that we preserve the existing vegetation and prevent it 
from being developed. It is recommended that the designated road on site be cleared 
and converted to a trail that will climb up the ridge diagonally. The trail will provide 
access to the woods and also connect to the proposed ridge greenway. The ridge is an 
amenity for the community and its recreational value should be explored. 
 
Ridge/Reserve Area 
The slope is greater than 30 percent and it is recommended that it be preserved. 
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5.3.3 Design Resolution: Health-Oriented 
Health-oriented greenway planning will seek opportunities to improve the connection 
between greenway and communities. The greenway will provide various experiences 
and encourage outdoor activities. Site programming includes the following: 
 
New Commercial Center (Fig. 5.22) 
As suggested in the Lonsdale Redevelopment Plan, a new commercial center is 
proposed for both sides of Texas Avenue, between Sherman Street and Stonewall 
Street. The development will be mixed use, including commercial and residential 
(multifamily, apartments, or condominiums). Currently on site there is an old commercial 
building, which needs renovation. This commercial center will focus more on recreation. 
Programs will include a restaurant, inn, and bar. In front of the commercial center is a 
small plaza, which can act as a public gathering place and provides a good shopping 
environment. 
 
 
Fig. 5.22 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 3, showing the proposed greenway along 
Texas Avenue and proposed new commercial center (by author). 
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New Community Center (Fig. 5.23) 
The purpose of adding this new community center is to create a public space for the 
residents to socialize, improve the quality of life and enhance neighborhood 
relationships. The community center is located in the geographic center of the 
neighborhood; its five minute walking loop can cover the eastern half of the 
neighborhood which is currently underserved in terms of community activities. The 
program included in this community center will include a restaurant (local character), gift 
store, music shop, a recreation room and classroom. Since the Lonsdale Deli&Market at 
the east end of Heiskell Avenue is already in business with a grocery staff, this new 
center will not duplicate this function. This center will place more emphasis on enriching 
community culture and providing various recreational and cultural experiences for the 
community. 
 
 
Fig. 5.23 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 1, showing the proposed greenway along 
Heiskell Avenue (by author) 
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Fig. 5.24 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 2, showing the proposed new community 
center (by author) 
 
 
Fig. 5.25 Section1, showing the section of greenway along Heiskell Avenue (by author) 
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The new community center will act as the hub for community culture. These two 
greenway routes intersect here. The proposed new community center will be a two-story 
building, and will have convenient services for the community, such as grocery stores, 
repair service, and laundry. It will also incorporate other items in the aim of improving 
the spiritual life of the community, such as a book store, gift shop, and internet cafe. 
These facilities will attract residents with higher education background. 
 
Square 
A square will be located in front of the new community center. Tables and benches will 
be installed to provide an outdoor eating area. A sculpture will be installed to bring more 
interest and cultural value to this area and make it more vibrant. 
 
Pocket Park 
The park will make use of residual lands in the neighborhood. The park is located on the 
northern side of Heiskell Avenue, which is the main artery of the neighborhood and will 
attract more users. It is also on the proposed greenway routes, which will have 
convenient access. Benches will be installed and flowering trees and shrubs will be 
planted. This will motivate people to go outdoors and use the greenway, since these 
pocket parks act as destinations and stopping points in the course of functional trips. 
The parks are also a good place for social interaction. 
 
Street Improvements (Fig. 5.26) 
Street improvements include street trees and other landscaping and building 
rehabilitation programs. Primary sidewalk and street improvements include continuous 
sidewalks, street trees, and selected areas for on-street parking. 
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Fig. 5.26 Lonsdale Greenway Plan Detail 4, detail of Texas Avenue greenway (by 
author). 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.22 Texas Avenue Greenway Section (by author) 
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Neighborhood Park 
This proposed new neighborhood park will make use of residual lands. Benches will 
be installed which will provide an outdoor opportunity for people to hang out and 
socialise; some landscaping will also be provided, including flowering shrubs and trees, 
which will make the outdoor experience more interesting. A combination of different 
plants will offer year-round interest and enrich the experience. 
 
Bus Station 
A proposed new transit stop on Heiskell Avenue. We propose a new bus route and stop 
on this neighborhood’s main avenue – Heiskell Avenue. In the future, the residents in 
this neighborhood should be able to ride the bus to get to other parts of the city. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
 
This research provides a comprehensive assessment of various greenways design 
approaches. (1) Traditional greenway planning looks more at the ecological, historical 
and recreational aspects of greenways. Common approaches include, identifying 
environmentally sensitive areas and using greenways to protect them; preserving 
places with cultural resources; and protecting wildlife habitats and other areas of 
ecological importance. (2) Health-oriented greenway planning looks more at the 
connectivity between greenways and community residents. The spatial proximity of 
greenways and communities will increase greenway uses, and greenways are the most 
popular choices for physical activity. An increase in physical activity will bring health 
benefits to the community. 
 
This thesis has explored the traditional and health-oriented planning approach at two 
levels: the city level and the community level. At the city level, the author has made 
critiques and recommendations for the city’s greenway plan based on information of 
geography, location of communities, walking distance, and property values, etc. 
Opportunities for greenways to serve most of the neighborhoods in the city of Knoxville 
have been explored. The design is aimed to improve the accessibility of communities to 
places for physical activity and provide most communities with convenient and safe 
access to parks and greenways. 
 
At the community focus level, the community under study is the Lonsdale neighborhood, 
which is in need of renovation and suffers from a problem with obesity. The author 
applied both the traditional and health-oriented approaches to the design. As for the 
traditional approach, the author looked at various factors that affect the health of the 
community’s built environment, such as industrial activities, stream water quality, and 
steep slopes. A variety of design themes, such as a rain gardens, constructed wetlands, 
and gateways have been utilized, to help solve problems, such as noise, pollution, 
fragmented habitat, and poor drainage. 
 
The health-oriented design approach is aimed at improving the connection between 
greenways and community. The author proposals potentially achieve this goal by 
creating a pedestrian and bicycle-friendly environment for the community and providing 
spaces to encourage outdoor activities. A greenway is proposed along the 
neighborhood’s main artery so that it can act as a functional alternate transportation 
route. To make it more popular, the author also incorporated a variety of experiences 
along this greenway, so that the journey might become more interesting and attractive 
for the residents. The author fosters this goal by connecting public spaces and 
commercial areas in this neighborhood. 
 
A combination of traditional greenways and greenways designed for healthy 
communities ideally are complementary and generate a comprehensive greenway 
network. In this network, various goals are incorporated and the greenway acts as the 
link between each component in the system. Because of the existence of this 
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connection, the system will function much better than the sum of each of its components, 
a phenomenon called landscape synergism. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.1 Landscape Synergism Concept Diagram 
 
Finally, the author indicates that the planning and design of greenways should be done 
before the commercialized land development happens. Some design methods used in 
this thesis, such as improving sidewalk conditions as the locations of new greenways, 
making use of residual lands and vacant lots, are ways of struggling to establish a 
greenway system within an established community. There might be challenges and 
obstacles of retrofitting greenways and green infrastructures in communities that are not 
planned originally to accommodate these very important amenities. The author insists 
that greenway planning should go before development, instead of being approached as 
a remedy. 
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